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Abstract
When validating systems that use headphones to synthesise virtual sound sources, a direct comparison between virtual and real sources is sometimes needed. This paper presents objective and
subjective measurements of the influence of headphones on external loudspeaker sources. Objective measurements of the e↵ect of a number of headphone models are given and analysed using
an auditory filter bank and binaural cue extraction. Objective results highlight that all of the
headphones had an e↵ect on localisation cues. A subjective localisation test was undertaken using
one of the best performing headphones from the measurements. It was found that the presence of
the headphones caused a small increase in localisation error but also that the process of judging
source location was di↵erent, highlighting a possible increase in the complexity of the localisation
task.
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Introduction

The use of binaural rendering is popular in a number of audio applications, including hearing research and entertainment systems. In each application the requirements for the performance of a
binaural system will di↵er. Designing an assessment methodology that validates a binaural system
within its intended application is often a difficult task. A common aim is for a binaural system
to produce a virtual sound source that is indistinguishable from a real sound source. Practically,
validation tests will often use real loudspeaker sources as a reference and synthesise virtual loudspeakers within the test environment using the binaural system, asking the listeners to discriminate
between the two cases or to rate certain attributes of the sounds. An adequate binaural system
would be indistinguishable from the real loudspeakers, or the rated attributes would not be significantly di↵erent between the two cases.
When validating headphone-based binaural systems against a real loudspeaker reference, performing a blind comparison test is problematic. The listener must wear the headphones throughout the
experiment, which will a↵ect the sound from the external loudspeakers. A number of discrimination
studies have involved direct comparison of real sources with headphone-delivered virtual sources
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5], as well as some recent localisation tests [6, 7]. This may have a significant perceptual
e↵ect on the sound of the loudspeaker and therefore the results of the experiment may not in fact
validate the system’s ability to create realistic sound sources. Hartmann and Wittenberg noted
that wearing headphones appeared to a↵ect listeners’ ability to distinguish between front and back,
although they also state that they “were not aware of its e↵ect on experiments in the azimuthal
plane” [2].
The e↵ect of headphones on external sound sources has not been studied in detail and it seems
relevant to consider this prior to designing a discrimination test that compares real and virtual
sound sources. In this paper the e↵ect of headphones is studied both objectively and subjectively.
The transfer functions of the headphone e↵ect were first measured and analysed for a number of
headphone sets. Then a headphone set that caused small errors was analysed in a subjective assessment to establish whether it caused a significant e↵ect on localisation of external loudspeaker
sources.

2

Methods for comparing real and binaural virtual sources

The problem of directly comparing real loudspeaker sources with binaurally synthesised sources has
been identified in previous studies. There are a number of possible approaches which are reviewed
here prior to presenting our experiments.
1. Compensating for headphone e↵ects (at the headphone)
Moore [8] measured the head related transfer functions (HRTFs) of a dummy head with and
without headphones, and calculated the spectral di↵erence caused by the headphones. It was
noted that the main e↵ect of the headphones was attenuation of frequencies above 1kHz. An
inverse filter was generated from the calculated headphone e↵ect transfer function, allowing a small
compensating signal to be produced through the headphones at the same time as the loudspeaker
source was active, so that the signal reaching the listener’s ears was the same as if the headphones
were not present. This work considered only objective spectral errors, not perceptual aspects, and
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focused primarily on medial front and rear located external sources, but the technique showed good
objective performance. However the authors highlight that above 1kHz the headphones produced
signals that were of the same order of magnitude as the loudspeaker source, so with this technique
the listener might not actually be assessing the loudspeaker source.
2. Compensating for headphone e↵ects (at the loudspeaker)
Another option is to apply compensation filters to the loudspeaker driving signals which preequalises the headphone e↵ects. However that would assume that the headphone e↵ect is similar
at both ears which is clearly not the case. However, if direction independent e↵ects are observed
in certain frequency ranges they could be compensated for in this way.
3. Psuedoacoustic transparency
In this method the external loudspeaker sounds are approximated at the ears by the earphones. A
binaural headset with microphones placed on the outside, as close to the ear canal entrance point as
possible, is used to transmit the external sounds to the entrance of the ear canal through earphones,
to give a “pseudoacoustic” approximation of the external sounds [9]. By filtering the signal received
by the microphones to compensate for the earphone response and minimising leakage through the
headset design and listening level, the system is a realistic possibility. Virtual sources are then
synthesised using transfer functions also measured at the microphones on the binaural headset.
Here both the ‘real’ or virtual signals are approximations of the real loudspeaker sound at the
ear canals, since they are measured at a point outside the ear canal where some source direction
dependence still exists [10]. The pseudoacoustic loudspeaker sources also contain other errors, such
as leakage of the external signal through the earphones, which varies individually due to earphone
fitting, a delay introduced by filtering in comparison to the leaked signal, and an altered ear canal
impedance due to the earphone fitting.
4. HRTFs measured with headphones worn
In this approach, the virtual sources include the headphones e↵ect because the HRTF measurements
are made with the headphones mounted on the head. Both virtual and real sources will include the
e↵ect of listening through headphones.The headphones should be the same for the measurements
and the listening assessment. This approach has been used with HRTFs measured on a dummy
head [7] and on the listener [5]. Variation in positioning of headphones and individual di↵erences
may have a significant e↵ect. HRTFs can be measured on an individual in situ without reseating
the headphones before the assessment by using probe microphones [3], but this is not always
practicable.
5. Binaural synthesis over loudspeakers
In some studies, where the application is to research hearing mechanisms, the authors have opted
to remove the headphones altogether and perform binaural synthesis using loudspeakers [11, 12].
However the use of cross-talk cancellation algorithms to render binaural with loudspeakers becomes challenging when working in reverberant environments and when allowing for dynamic head
movements. Some systems have been developed (e.g. [13]), but this processing will inevitably
introduce additional artifacts. Sometimes it is a requirement that the binaural audio is delivered
over headphones, e.g. in mobile entertainment systems.
6. Perceptually transparent headphones
If the headphones used do not have a perceptually significant e↵ect on external sound sources then
no additional processing is required to compensate for the presence of the headphones. This is
2

dependent upon the physical headphone construction. Previous studies have used this approach;
Zahorik et al [1] state that the supra-aural headphones used in their study were chosen for “minimal acoustic obstruction”, while Lindau and Weinzeirl [4] state that their chosen circum-aural
electrostatic headphones were “relatively acoustically transparent”. However no verification of
these statements is provided in those studies. Langendijk and Bronkhorst did provide objective
measurements of the headphone e↵ect and analysis in terms of interaural level and phase di↵erences
and time of arrival, showing minimal e↵ects [3], but in this test earphones were suspended close to
the pinnae meaning that low frequency reproduction was restricted below 250Hz.
Regardless of whether the e↵ect of headphones is perceptible, it seems valuable to measure
the e↵ect that they have, so an informed decision can be made about methodologies for direct
comparison of real and virtual sound sources.

3

Objective Testing

In an e↵ort to explore the perceptual significance of headphones on external sounds, measurements
were made of a number of available headphone sets. The measurements were taken to give an
indication of the filtering e↵ect the headphones had on external sounds.

3.1

Procedure

All measurements were made in the semi-anechoic chamber in the University of Salford Acoustic
Research Centre. This has a hard floor surface and acoustically absorbent walls and ceiling. The
chamber has a working volume of 4.2 x 3.3 x 3.0 m and background noise level of 3.8 dBA.
Head-related transfer function measurements were made using the exponential swept-sinusoid
method. The B&K Head and Torso Simulator (HATS) Type 4100 was fitted with calibrated
measurement microphones positioned at the entrance to the ear canal. The HATS was mounted
on a hand-operated rotating turntable. A Genelec 8030A loudspeaker was used, mounted at ear
height to the dummy head at a distance of 1.4m. It is assumed that a rotation of the HATS is
equivalent to a rotation of the external source around the head in this environment. Impulse responses were measured for both ears at 15 increments in azimuth rotation from 0 to 180 for each
headphone set and for a reference measurement without headphones. All measurements were made
for a single headphone set before changing headphones. Measurements with multiple headphone
re-positionings were not made but headphones were positioned symmetrically by eye. The HATS
has left/right symmetry so head rotations between 180 and 360 were not measured. Where data
is presented for a single ear in this paper it is shown for the left ear and the contralateral data is
actually measured on the right ear. In this paper an azimuth of 0 corresponds to directly in front
of the head and positive rotation is counter-clockwise. Table 1 lists the headphone sets measured.
The e↵ect of the headphones on external sounds is given by the complex transfer function
from the headphone-free reference measurements to the headphone-covered measurements. It was
calculated for each rotation angle ✓ using complex frequency-domain division of the measured
transfer functions.
Hdif f (!, ✓) =
3

Hhp (!, ✓)
,
Hnone (!, ✓)

(1)

Headphone
Model
Sony MDR-V500
Sennheiser HD650
AKG K601
Sennheiser HD800
STAX SR-202

Ear
Coupling
Supra-aural
Circum-aural
Circum-aural
Circum-aural
Circum-aural

Transducer
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Electrostatic

Open/
Closed
Closed
Open
Open
Open
Open

ILD (dB)
RMS SD Max
6.83
2.66 26.52
5.04
1.64 21.40
6.10
1.62 21.86
4.57
1.41 22.13
3.87
0.97 18.50

ITD (ms)
RMS
SD
0.081 0.084
0.033 0.024
0.045 0.036
0.044 0.045
0.059 0.040

Max
0.23
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.15

Table 1: Description of headphone sets under test with root mean squared, standard deviation
and maximum absolute values of spectral ILD error and broadband ITD error across all measured
directions.

where Hdif f is the headphone e↵ect, Hhp is the headphone-covered head-related transfer function,
and Hnone is the uncovered head-related transfer function. This will also remove the response of
the electroacoustic measurement chain, which is the same in both measurements.

3.2

Results

An auditory filterbank of equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) filters was used to model perceptually the spectral error introduced by the headphones [14]. This was implemented using the
Auditory Modelling Toolbox [15] with a filter spacing of 0.1 ERBs. Figure 1 shows the spectral
error across azimuth for each headphone, derived from the energy di↵erence between the filter
outputs and those of the reference measurements. The frequency axis in plots within this paper is
scaled according to the ERB scale.
The headphones have a directionally-dependent e↵ect on external sound sources above 1-2kHz,
depending upon the model. Above 3kHz, errors are in the order of 10-20 dB, which is of the
same order as variations across headphone-free measurements of 15 azimuth separation. Most of
the headphones cause a general attenuation at high frequencies, although sharp notches and peaks
present. The Sony headphones cause the greatest attenuation, due to their closed-back design. The
STAX SR-202 cause the least attenuation overall. Several headphones show a prominent error peak
at approximately 8kHz on the contralateral side, where there is a spectral notch in the reference
measurements.
The STAX headphones exhibit a consistent error peak at approximately 100Hz, which was
approximately 5dB higher on the ipsilateral side. This could be caused by mechanical resonance of
the drivers, which due to the electrostatic design will be less damped than with other headphones.
The other open-backed headphones show a small notch at roughly the same frequency. The STAX
headphones showed another smaller peak at just below 2kHz.
To gain more insight into how headphones might a↵ect localisation acuity of external sound sources,
particularly in the horizontal plane, the interaural time and level di↵erences (ITD and ILD) were
approximated. The energy ratios for corresponding left and right auditory filter outputs hl,! and
hr,! were used to calculate the ILD in each frequency analysis band (with centre frequency !) and
for each azimuth angle ✓.
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Figure 1: |Hdif f | - Spectral error for each headphone set with auditory filterbank smoothing.
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Figure 2: ILD error for the measured headphones.

R1

2
1 |hl,! (✓, t)| dt

R1

ILD(!, ✓) = 10 log10

1 |hr,! (✓, t)|

2 dt

!

(2)

The di↵erence from the case with no headphones was taken for each headphone to obtain the ILD
error plots shown in Figure 2. These plots show strong and rapidly varying errors above 2kHz,
which are smallest at the front and back where ILDs are small. For all headphones ILD errors are
within ±3dB between 150Hz and 1kHz. The STAX headphones show the lowest ILD error in terms

of mean and maximum values, as shown in Table 1. They also tend to increase ILD in contrast to
the other tested headphones.
Broadband ITD was calculated from the impulse responses using the minimum-phase cross-correlation
method [16] and is plotted for each headphone in Figure 3 alongside that of the reference measurements. This method, like others, generates some outliers at around 100-120 where the measured
transfer function is not minimum-phase. Broadband ITD was used because it has been shown that
we are not sensitive to frequency-dependence of interaural delay [2]. The results show that ITDs
are less a↵ected by most headphones than ILDs are. Again the STAX SR-202 display the opposite
behaviour and cause an increase in ITD for lateral azimuth directions equivalent to 10 change in
source position. Inspection of the impulse responses showed that this increase is mostly due to a
delay of the contralateral time-of-arrival in the STAX headphones. For less open headphones the
ipsilateral time-of-arrival is delayed at lateral source positions, causing a decrease in ITD.
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Figure 3: Broadband ITD with and without the measured headphones.

3.3

Discussion

The observed errors are likely to have significant perceptual e↵ects. The large abrupt changes
to spectral level above 2kHz will cause audible colouration, as well as a dulling of the sound due
to general high-frequency loss. Localisation cues are also a↵ected with similarly large sharp ILD
errors above 2kHz. Localisation of elevated sources is likely to be particularly impaired since the
pinna cues above 4kHz are severely disrupted [17]. Although less significant in these bands, the
ILD e↵ects between 400 Hz and 1 kHz are comparatively small and direction-independent. There is
a large variation between headphone models in amount of error introduced. The spectral and ILD
e↵ects are less substantial for the Sennheiser HD800 and particularly the STAX SR-202, which is
unsurprising due to their more open design. ITD is not as a↵ected as ILD for the Sennheiser and
AKG headphones, but the closed-back Sony headphones and the STAX cause a significant decrease
and increase in ITDs respectively at lateral source positions.

4

Subjective Testing

The subjective e↵ect of the headphones on external source perception was then investigated in a
localisation test, using the STAX SR-202. This is because they showed low errors in the objective
measurements and have been used in several previous comparison studies [4, 7]. The localisation
test was performed both with and without the headphones, to see whether their presence had a
significant e↵ect on localisation acuity of an external loudspeaker source.

4.1

Localisation Task and Reporting Method

There have been a number of proposed methods for reporting perceived direction of a sound source
in a localisation test, a summary can be found in [19]. In this experiment the egocentric method of
7

head pointing was used by tracking the participants’ head rotation in 6 degrees-of-freedom (DoF).
A state-of-the-art optical system was used to track head motion, with passive markers that can be
mounted unobtrusively. The tracking accuracy of this system is under 1mm.
Two possible approaches when considering the localisation task are: (1) participant auditions a
sound source of finite length, then subsequently points to the perceived direction, or (2) participant
turns to face the direction of a continuous or repeating sound source. The first method is most
common in localisation tests, assessing localisation using static cues at the tested directions. The
latter method allows “honing-in” on the source using dynamic localisation cue changes but the final
judgement only highlights localisation error in the frontal region. The latter method was chosen to
allow analysis of dynamic localisation processes and to minimise inaccuracies due to the reporting
method, since minimum audible angles are smallest in the frontal region.

4.2

Procedure

The test was conducted in the BS.1116 compliant listening room at the University of Salford [18].
Twelve loudspeakers were placed at randomly distributed angles around the listening area (59 ,
105 , 118 , 126 , 158 , 188 , 211 , 245 , 273 , 294 , 312 , and 355 ), at a distance of 2.1m from
the centre and at ear height. The test was split into two sessions with an optional break: (1)
localisation whilst wearing headphones (2) localisation without headphones. The order of sessions
was randomised in an attempt to normalise experimental bias. In each session the loudspeakers
were selected in random order with 5 repeats, giving a total of 120 trials per session. Ten voluntary
participants (3 inexperienced and 7 experienced in listening tests) were used in the test.
Participants were asked to point their head towards the acoustic source and press a button to
record their look direction. The next source then automatically started playing. A laser pointing
pen was mounted on the head to give a motor-visual indication as to the direction they were
pointing. Participants were presented with repeating 500ms pink noise bursts with a rectangular
window and 500ms silence between. The method focuses on frontal localisation acuity but the
large number of source directions helped to reduce experimental bias due to e.g. room e↵ects and
increased the number of possible judgement patterns.
Participants performed a short initial training session to familiarise themselves with the method,
in which they were asked to perform the localisation task for each of the twelve loudspeakers.
No feedback on accuracy was given at any stage during the test. Figure 4 shows a participant
conducting the test.
4.2.1

Tracker Calibration and Translation Correction

A calibration measurement preceded each session. The tracking system gave head position and
orientation with 6 DoF relative to the room coordinate system with its origin at the centre of the
loudspeaker array. Headphone and headband tracking was calibrated within the tracking system
and aligned to the room coordinate system. Prior to each session the participant was firstly asked
to ensure the laser pen output matched their gaze by adjusting the headset on their head. They
were then asked to point the laser pen to a black marker located on the speaker circumference at 0
and at speaker height. The tracked position and head rotation values were then recorded and used
to determine the listener’s head position from the tracker data throughout that session. Real-time
8

Figure 4: A participant undertaking the test.
tracking data was recorded throughout the experiment.
When the listener’s head position moves from the origin the source angle with respect to the
listener will change. Therefore before calculating localisation error the real loudspeaker angle was
geometrically corrected for the listener’s head position at the time of reporting the perceived angle.
The standard deviation in head translation from the origin across all listeners and trials was 8.97cm.
This meant that when processing the data, localisation error could be more accurately represented.
It also meant that participants were given freedom of movement throughout the test.

4.3

Discussion and Results

The results can be split into two sections. The most obvious is to analyse the absolute localisation
error results but we also focus on the data captured during the decision making process. Since the
chosen localisation methodology focuses on frontal localisation error, the movement profile during
the decision making process is analysed in order to gain further insight.
4.3.1

Localisation Error

Localisation error was calculated by taking the angular di↵erence between the translation-corrected
real source directions and the calibrated perceived source directions. However, results highlighted
that when looking at the signed error distributions for each session, the arithmetic means or
constant errors (CE or accuracy) [19] were not equal to zero. Figure 5 shows the mean signed
localisation error for each session with 95% confidence intervals. Listener 4 was removed from
analysis due to substantially larger errors which were considered anomalous - all results below are
presented for 9 listeners.
Letowski and Letowski explain that a non-zero mean signed localisation error could be due to
a number of possible factors such as lack of symmetry in listener hearing or listening conditions
(which could have been emphasised by the use of a reverberant room). In an attempt to separate any external factors influencing the relevant results, Letowski and Letowski also highlight that
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Figure 5: Mean signed localisation error (in degrees) with 95% confidence intervals for each listener
with and without headphones.

overall localisation error (LE) can be split into two separately identifiable statistics: accuracy (constant error, systematic error, validity, bias), and precision (random error, repeatability, reliability,
reproducibility, blur). Wierstorf et al [7] made the assumption that human listening is symmetrical
and mean o↵sets were due to measurement error, so corrected the means to zero. The method of
“mean correction” is also discussed by Letowski and Letowski. Due to uncontrollable parameters
which may a↵ect the mean signed localisation error, it seems more experimentally justified to focus
statistical analysis of localisation on precision to ensure separation from any external e↵ects on CE.
Precision or random error (RE) is commonly identified by looking at the di↵erence in distribution
between the two cases (with or without headphones) with variance being a popular metric. Figure
6 shows the RE distributions of all listeners for the two possible headset scenarios.
It has been shown [19] that the most reliable way of highlighting RE of localisation is to consider
the signed standard deviation (SD) and mean unsigned error (MUE). Although standard deviation
can be susceptible to the outliers usually recorded in real subjective data, it gives a good overview
of the comparison of variance for the two cases. Results can be shown in Table 2. From this data
we can see that the use of headphones did increase RE of localisation, however the increases were
small: MUE by 0.39 and the SD by 0.55 . We can conclude from this that care must be taken
when analysing localisation results for “real” sources perceived whilst wearing headphones.
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Figure 6: Mean-corrected distributions of localisation error (in degrees) for (left) no headphones
and (right) with headphones.
4.3.2

Time of Judgement

Due to the localisation task, any problems introduced by the headphones at source angles other
than close to 0 may not be directly apparent in localisation error, since the listener will arrive at
a rotation with their head facing the source. However the e↵ect of the headphones may change
the process of forming the judgement. Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation time-ofjudgement (ToJ) values for the two cases. A single “judgement” is the movement from when a
source starts to the direction decision (button press).
It can be seen from the results that listeners on average took longer to make decisions when
wearing the Stax headphones in comparison to wearing no headphones. This is an interesting result because although analysis of Random Error highlight only small di↵erences for MUE and SD,
the decision making process may also be more difficult when wearing the headphones.
4.3.3

Number of Head Movements

Another method of investigating the e↵ect of the headphones is to consider the “judgement profile”.
Analysis of the participants’ head-movements during their judgement is made. This could highlight
reliance on using dynamic cues when the participants were wearing headphones.
Wallach [20] describes the complex interaction between head movements and interaural cues. The
number of times a participant changes their direction of head movement in each judgement can give
another indication of the difficulty of localisation. If a participant is making lots of head turns, we
11

Mean unsigned error ( )
Std. dev. signed error
( )
Mean ToJ (s)
Std. dev. ToJ (s)
Mean head turns (n)
Std. dev. head turns
(n)

None
1.98
2.56

STAX
2.37
3.11

3.31
1.37
1.29
0.65

3.46
1.43
1.44
0.80

Table 2: The mean unsigned and standard deviation of signed localisation error after mean correction, and time-of-judgement and number of head turns with and without headphones.

can assume that they are using the interaction of movement and aural cues to improve localisation
ability. Personal experience of the authors found that head movements were often required to
resolve front-back confusions and help to more accurately localise sound sources when wearing the
Stax headphones, likely due to the disruption of the pinna cues and lateral ITD errors.
The number of head turns for each judgement was calculated using a Schmitt trigger on the angular
head velocity with a threshold of ±20 /sec. Figure 7 shows an example of a judgement profile with
the relevant features highlighted. Similar analysis has been used for comparison of virtual/real

sources in localisation tests by Wierstorf [7]. Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation for
each headphone case. On average the number of head turns made by participants when wearing the
Stax was more than when not wearing headphones. Again this suggests that normal localisation
cues were disrupted and participants may have found it more difficult to arrive at the judgement
direction.
150
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−50
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Figure 7: Calculation of number of head turns per judgement. Grey area defines the threshold
region of ± 20 degrees/sec. Red lines indicate a turn. Green line is head azimuth and blue line
represents head azimuth velocity.
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5

Conclusions

An assessment of the e↵ect of headphones on the perception of external acoustic sources has
been presented. Perceptual analysis of objective measurements highlighted that headphones cause
a measurable spectral error in HRTFs, with ILD cues a↵ected to the same extent as for large
changes in source direction. There was a di↵erence between headphone sets with the closed-back
headphones introducing the largest errors overall and the STAX SR-202 electrostatic headphones
introducing the smallest spectral errors, although lateral ITDs were enlarged.
A subjective test showed that wearing STAX SR-202 headphones slightly reduced the precision
of localisation of loudspeaker sources. Further analysis of head movement to obtain judgement
profiles showed that the participants took longer to reach their final judgements and used more
head-turns, which could imply an increase in complexity of the localisation process due to corrupted
localisation cues.
It is clear that care must be taken when selecting headphones in a direct comparison between
virtual sources and external loudspeakers. Electrostatic transducers could help minimise errors,
however the perceptual e↵ect is still measurable and therefore headphone transparency should
not be assumed. Headphones can also be worn during HRTF measurements to allow like-for-like
comparison between the real and virtual sources, however further study of the variance of the
headphone e↵ect between individuals and due to re-positioning of the headphones is required.
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